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**Clinical case of influenza A with outer retinal maculopathy**
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Influenza A, the most common subtype of seasonal influenza, is a significant cause of morbidity and mortality around the world, affecting 3 to 5 million people each year. Influenza commonly presents as a respiratory tract infection with fever and myalgia. Rarely, there have been reports of eye and ocular adnexal complications.

In the retina, influenza may have an array of clinical presentations from multiple evanescent white dot syndrome to retinal ischaemia. We report a case of outer retinal maculopathy with features of unilateral acute idiopathic maculopathy (UAIM) in a patient with influenza A.

A 49-year-old Caucasian male presented with rapid loss of vision in the right eye over two days. He had flu symptoms with headache, fever and cough in the preceding four days. On nasopharyngeal swab testing, he was confirmed to have Influenza A virus.

He had a past history of a right traumatic eye injury and cataract extraction 39 years ago and a secondary anterior chamber lens insertion 16 years ago.

On ophthalmic examination, his visual acuity was 6/60 and 6/6 in the right and left eyes respectively, with 1+ cells in the anterior chamber (AC) and minimal vitreous cells. His intraocular pressure (IOP) was 30mmHg. His right fundus (Zeiss Visucam 200) had a large yellow plaque with pigmentation involving the central macular (Figure 1). Optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging (Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering, USA) showed increased broad based disruption of the outer retina, hyper-reflectivity, affecting the interdigitation zone, ellipsoid zone and outer plexiform layer extending to inner plexiform layer. Fluorescein Angiogram (Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering, USA) showed disc hyperfluorescence but
minimal macular leakage. He was treated with topical steroid drops QID and brinzolamide/timolol BD.

At one week review, the patient’s vision in his right eye improved to 6/36. The inflammation in his AC had resolved and IOP had normalized. OCT revealed partial outer retinal reconstitution. However, at the follow up two weeks later, there was a worsening of his clinical course. He had 1+ anterior chamber inflammation, IOP of 30mmHg as well as new onset cystoid macular oedema (CMO). Topical corticosteroid and brinzolamide/timolol treatment was recommenced. One month later, visual acuity improved to 6/9, nevertheless our patient reported persisting scotoma with reduced colour perception within the area affected. The AC was quiet and CMO significantly improved.

**Figure 1:** Top row, fundus photo of both eyes. Middle left, short-wave fundus autofluorescence and middle right, infrared images. Bottom row, fluorescein angiogram (FFA) at 32 seconds and 5 minutes 12 seconds.

**Figure 2:** Top OCT scan and infra-red reflectance image at the initial presentation. Bottom left, restoration of OCT layers after 1 week after the onset of his symptoms. Right, development of cystoid macular oedema 2 weeks after presentation.

To date, this is the first reported case of influenza A causing outer maculopathy. We have chosen not to categorise it under a known clinical entity because of the atypical features. The case had features of unilateral acute idiopathic maculopathy (UAIM) however on multimodal imaging the diagnosis was not fully supported as there was no subretinal fluid or thickening on OCT. Furthermore, there was no fluorescein leakage from the affected retina in the late phases, however disc leakage was present. We did not send Coxsackie serology after his throat swab detected
influenza. The case also does not fit with classic acute macular neuroretinopathy (AMN), as AMN is not associated with inflammation and resolution with pigmentary changes. Krill’s disease was considered but the fundus did not display the described multiple pigmented spots surrounded by depigmented halos.

Influenza A has been shown to infect RPE in vivo and consequently lead to cell apoptosis. Clinically, the postulated RPE infection has been used to explain MEWDS and submacular haemorrhage associated with influenza. However, none of the cases in the literature with influenza associated retinopathy was similar to our case.

This case report adds to the building body of literature of the manifestation of influenza in the retina. The speculated pathophysiology is disruption to the blood retinal barrier and consequently viral replication or immunocomplex deposition in the area affected. Secondary complications, such as cystoid macular oedema due to inflammation, may occur and delay full visual recovery. Our case had persistent visual changes, however, the improvement was significant.

Influenza is a common disease but with rare retinal manifestations. The visual prognosis is uncertain but the initial improvement and visual recovery in our patient, despite cystoid oedema, is encouraging.
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